
DO YOU KYOTO? A campaign 
for COP24 in Poland

What is DO YOU KYOTO?

Kyoto is the city where the Kyoto Protocol was 
adopted during the COP3 meeting.
DO YOU KYOTO? means “Are you doing 
something good for the environment?”

Kyoto city has a “DO YOU KYOTO day” every 
month. On that day, we try to use public 
transportation and turn off outdoor lightings.

DO YOU KYOTO? A campaign in Japan for COP24 in Poland
・Environmental Education for elementary and junior high school students

including making posters of DO YOU KYOTO? 
・Creating Eco-chan NEBUTA with Kyoto citizens
・DO YOU KYOTO? Concert in Kyoto and Tokyo
・Making movies to introduce the campaign

Kyoto Declaration
In 2017, the Kyoto Declaration was 
presented, commemorating the 
20th anniversary of the Kyoto 
Protocol. The Kyoto Declaration 
states a vision of cities around the 
world in 2050 and aims to cultivate 
a culture of sustainable cities. 

I’m Eco-
chan♥

Environmental Education – Using posters to 
communicate the idea of “DO YOU KYOTO?” 

Using visual arts (posters) as a tool for environmental education, we asked students from 
three different schools in and around Kyoto to participate in a DO YOU KYOTO project.
Students have a very good understanding of environmental issues in Japan but rarely get 
the opportunity to express their opinions and ideas. The posters showcase smart and 
creative ways about how to bring a DO YOU KYOTO mindset into our everyday lives.

Thank you for your 
cooperation from 
Umekoji elementary 
school, Ohara
Gakuin junior high 
school and Anshu
elementary school 
♥
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The posters below have been created by children in several schools in and around Kyoto. 
The posters communicate the meaning and mission of “DO YOU KYOTO?” to the world.
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Ecological words which have special meanings in Kyoto

Uchi mizu (打ち水)
Sprinkling water after cleaning garden and nearby roads 
This makes temperature down, so we often do this in 
summer. 

Shimatsu suru (始末する）
Using not too much. Treat things with care. Being frugal.
Not cleaning and being stingy.
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Organizers: Surprised! Eco executive committee, Eko Cykl Packaging Recovery Organisation
Inc., Ecole de Kyodai, Kyoto University GSGES, Kyoto University of Art & Design, etc.

Suponsors: Hulic Co., Ltd. / Japan Tobacco Inc. / Japan Tobacco International, etc.

Creating NEBUTA with Kyoto citizens
～Let’s send your heart to COP24 in Poland～

Kyoto City’s eco-friendly mascot 
character “Eco-chan”

What is NEBUTA?
NEBUTA is a large Japanese molding 
made of hosho-paper, wood and 
wire. By illuminating the light from 
inside, the paper is illuminated and 
the nebuta shines.

Students from Kyoto University and Kyoto University 
of Art and Design cooperated on the “Eco-chan
NEBUTA” project. This project aimed to let Kyoto 
Citizens join “DO YOU KYOTO?” campaign and send 
their heart to COP24 Poland. NEBUTA was made by 
the tip of fingers of people who cooperated this 
work of art. That means each person’s feeling was 
put into this NEBUTA. Here are some pictures about 
showing how Kyoto citizens joined this project 
through pasting washi (Japanese paper).

Transparent trashbin
By Kyoto University of Art & Design

At the school festival of Kyoto University of Art and 
Design, a "transparent trashcan" was made to 
encourage visitors to separate trash thoroughly.
You can easily see what is in
this trashcan, so this prevents
visitors from throwing trash 
without separating them.

Transparent trashbin→

Ecole de Kyodai
Composed mainly of volunteer students and faculty, through 
projects open to everyone, École de Kyodai aims to improve 
environmental awareness and realize a “sustainable campus”.
Part of our recent projects
 Workshop about food policy “Food and Sustainability” 

symposium
 Making canned Blue seafood curry
 Local tourism project at SABAE
 Kistory
 SDGs education projects at new shopping mall in Kyoto
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To Whom it May Concern: 

 

My name is Yasuyuki Nakaguchi and I am currently working with the travel agency. 

I have had a chance to study the declining global environment through Professor Asari’s seminar 

of 3R on sustainability at Kyoto University . 

 

Living near Arashiyama in Kyoto City, which is a popular sight-seeing spot for tourists, I can 

see first hand the effects of “Overtourism” and how the global increase of tourism at these 

kinds of locations contribute to an overwhelming increase of waste, noise, traffic, and air 

pollution. 

 

Due to the environment concerns from the influx of travellers, the lives of the local people, 

as well as the global population, are negatively impacted. 

 

Through the seminar, I have learned what can be done to potentially lessen the impact. 

 

I would be happy if I can assist in reducing the environmental damage by decreasing waste output, 

lowering global warming gas emissions, and looking to greener energy sources. 

 

I believe that we must first change our habits in order to start improving the global conditions. 

 

As mentioned in the COP24 UN Global Warming Prevention Treaty (Convention on Climate change), 

creating a low carbon society is a goal in which we must achieve a high quality of life along 

with a reduction in carbon dioxide emissions at the same time.  

I would greatly appreciate the chance to participate. 
 

C/O.YAMACHU BLDG.Uradeyamacho305, 

Muromachi Nishikikoji,Nakagyo-ku, 

Kyoto,Japan  604-8155 

TEL:075-223-3535  FAX:075-223-2801 

e-mail: nak@gtcenter.co.jp 

http://www.gtcenter.co.jp 

  

株式会社 業務渡航センター  中口泰幸 

〒604-8155   

京都市中京区錦小路通室町東入占出山町 305  

ヤマチュウビル 3 
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YASUDA SANGYO GROUP
Company Overview

■ Company Name：YASUDA SANGYO Co., Ltd.
■ Established：April, 1974
■ Capital：45 million yen
■ Number of employees：about 250（as of October 2018）
■ Business contents：
＊Waste treatment business：
・Collection and transportation of Municipal and industrial waste
・Waste recycling（RPF etc…）

＊Waste management business：General management
＊Manufacturing business ：
・Making steelmaking subsidiary materials and coal alternative fuel
・Operation of hydroponically indoor vegetable factory

Group Corporate Philosophy and Vision

Aiming for the coexistent of customerʼs 
satisfaction and sustainability
Each member of Yasuda Sangyo group tries to achieve their 
own sustainability.  Through providing the service of 
processing waste materials, we contribute to improve the 
Quality of life and creating sustainable society. We are 
passionate to contribute for sustainable development goals 
with stakeholders toward creating our sustainable society as 
the common global issue.

Group Corporate Philosophy Vision

Activities for Sustainability
特集

Separating Beverage 
Container Line with 
high technology

◇Aim of Activities

In the past, Separating 
beverage container line 
was worked by people’s 
hands and eyes

In the near future, the 
number of workers will 
decrease. In addition to 
this, it is necessary to 
improve the separating 
quality for the business 
with domestic resource 
recycling maker, 
because China prohibit 
imports of resources.

Plan a AI delivering system
And decrease extra jobs

◇Ain  of Activities

Kyoto is the tourist spot 
where there are always 
traffic jams. It is a huge 
challenge to drive trucks on 
time

We planned a correcting 
route from  experience, but 
by introducing high 
technology,  the efficiency 
was improved. This become 
a system not only emit extra 
CO2 but also stable the 
work.

Coordinate program of 
doing 3R which 
everyone can join

◇Aim of Activities

Food waste and 
resources which are not 
separated are the two 
biggest problem in 
Japan.

We plan a 3R program 
with local community 
and promote sustainable 
actions.

From leftovers of school 
lunch to residuals of food 
processing factory

◇Aim of the Activity

Reducing food loss is the 
problem every countries are 
facing.

Food waste from leftovers and 
untouched food is more than  6 
million tons per year.

We try to cooperate with 
administrations to deal with the 
uncertainty when we manage 
the one of the largest recycling 
facilities in Japan.

Group Company’s Policy

Six basic policy

①Complying with business management, information security related laws, regulations and any 
other requirements.  

②Creating and continually improving management system.
③trying to prevent pollution, protect natural environment and utilize resources effectively.
④Educating people to provide goods and services which make customers being satisfied.
⑤Taking appropriate measures systematically and technically for protecting confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of information assets completely. 

⑥Doing enough education and training in order to make managers and workers recognize the
importance of information resources.
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